[Tissue reactions to the use of implants manufactured from lactic acid polymers].
Recent literature on the morphological results of the application of polymers produced from lactic acid (polylactides--PLA), contains a plethora of experimental and clinical data on the efficiency and safety of their use for the medico-biological purposes. However, the question on the actual rate of biological disintegration of PLA materials remains unanswered. There are conflicting views on the inflammatory reaction ranging from a complete negation of an inflammatory response to PLA implantation up to the reports describing the expressed aseptic inflammatory reactions caused by presence of this material in tissues. Some researchers report the total absence of the foreign-body reactions to this class of implants, while some others indicate the obligatory formation of the foreign-body giant cells. Further research is necessary to precisely predict degradation processes of and to detect all the potential risks associated with the use of PLA-based materials.